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1 Connect
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Grammar: question tags
Can do: check information

Grammar: any/every/no/some
Vocabulary: making adjectives from nouns
Can do: express agreement/disagreement

Grammar: present/future modals of possibility
Vocabulary: noises
Can do: make speculations

Phrasal verbs 
(relationships)

Your family history Good relations

2 Work

page 19

Grammar: futures overview
Vocabulary: verb phrases about work
Can do: talk about future plans and make 
predictions

Grammar: Future Perfect and Future Continuous
Vocabulary: ‘after work’ activities
Can do: do a survey and report the results

Grammar: in case
Can do: write a formal letter of application

Collocations with 
prepositions

The best candidate Dream career

3 Old or 
new

page 33

Grammar: narrative tenses
Vocabulary: time expressions
Can do: write a short story

Grammar: articles
Vocabulary: materials
Can do: talk about materials, possessions and 
inventions

Grammar: adjectives and adverbs
Vocabulary: verb phrases with take
Can do: give a presentation about a place

Making nouns Lessons from history Film heroes

4 Risk
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Grammar: if structures (1)
Can do: write a diary entry

Grammar: expressing obligation
Vocabulary: physical movements
Can do: explain how to do something

Grammar: emphasis 
Vocabulary: phrasal verbs with out
Can do: compare and contrast photographs

Distances and 
dimensions

Take a risk Ellen MacArthur

5 The past
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Grammar: used to/get used to/would
Vocabulary: appearance
Can do: describe appearance

Grammar: expressing ability
Can do: talk about memories

Grammar: although/but/however/nevertheless
Vocabulary: feelings
Can do: talk about books

Idioms describing 
people

Time capsule Home Road Movie

6 Explore

page 75

Grammar: Present Perfect Simple and 
Continuous
Vocabulary: adjectives with -ed and -ing 
endings
Can do: write an informal email

Grammar: questions
Vocabulary: weather
Can do: ask and answer questions about unusual 
places

Grammar: making comparisons
Vocabulary: verb phrases about moving/travelling
Can do: make comparisons about places and people 

Travel Travelling 
companions

Bhutan

7 Excess
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Grammar: countable and uncountable nouns
Vocabulary: food and cooking
Can do: describe how to prepare and cook a 
dish

Grammar: passives
Vocabulary: verb phrases about money
Can do: write a formal letter of complaint

Grammar: have/get something done
Vocabulary: animal expressions
Can do: talk about services

Prefixes Can I help you? Vikings

8 Success
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Grammar: It’s time/I’d rather/I’d better
Vocabulary: describing personality
Can do: describe different types of people

Grammar: reported speech
Vocabulary: adjectives and intensifiers
Can do: report and describe what people say to you

Grammar: hard and hardly
Can do: write a report of survey findings

Phrasal verbs with 
three parts

Radio phone-in Secrets of success

9 Crime

page 117

Grammar: sequencing devices. e.g. After + -ing
Vocabulary: law and insurance
Can do: tell a funny story

Grammar: past modals of deduction must/might/
can’t have done
Vocabulary: compound adjectives
Can do: speculate about past events

Grammar: relative clauses
Can do: write an article 

Newspaper 
headlines

Mind benders Bullion Robbery

10 Mind

page 131

Grammar: reflexive pronouns
Can do: ask about and give your own beliefs 
and opinions

Grammar: gerunds and infinitives
Vocabulary: advertising
Can do: write the arguments for and against a point 
of view

Grammar: if structures (2)
Vocabulary: speaking
Can do: talk about your regrets and resolutions

Commonly misspelt 
words

How does your mind 
work?

Yes Prime Minister
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